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(1) f(t) ~ -oo + E (a* cos ni + bn sin nt) = -a0 + E ^n(0-2 i 2 i
Then the conjugate series of (1) at t = x is 00 00
(2) E (*»» cos nx -an sin nx) = E -#«(*)• i i
We write (3) 6(t) = /(* + 0 -/(* ~ t), *(0 -/(* + 0 ~ /(* ~t)-l,
where I is a finite number.
It is known1 that if ip(t)->0 as /->0, then the sequence jwB»(x)} is summable (C, r), r>l, to the value l/ir, but not necessarily summable (C, 1). It is also known2 that with the same hypothesis the sequence \nBn(x)} is summable by the first logarithmic mean to the value l/ir.
The object of this note is to prove the following Writing tn(x) = E" ^Br(x), we have -= -f '{/(* + 0 -/(* -t)}g(n, t)dt, n t J o where 1 n g(n, t) = -E r sin r*.
w i
Denoting Jlg(n, t)dt by X", we have
We have 
*(«, 0 = 0(t->).
Proof of (8).
sin (n + 1/2)/ cos (t/2) -2(n + 1/2) cos (n + 1/2)* sin (t/2) g(n, t) = -. , , . . 4» sin2 (t/2) By replacing the sines and cosines in the numerator of the above fraction by their respective power series expansions it is easy to see that, for 0<2<1/m, the numerator is 0(nH) and hence
which completes the proof of (8).
Proof of (9). Now sin (n + 1/2)2 cos (t/2) (n + l/2)tir2 t2
Therefore, | g(n, t) | < Or + 7r2/2)ri, which completes the proof of (9).
Using (8) we find Therefore by (12), (18), and (15) we have
By (7), (10), (11), and (19), we have
Therefore by (6) and ( provided that the integral exists as a "Cauchy integral" at the origin.
We shall now deduce Theorem A as a corollary of our theorem by employing the following known result also due to Hardy and Littlewood.6 Theorem B. If EM» is summable (A), then a necessary and sufficient condition that it should be summable (C, k), k) > -1, is that the sequence {nun} is summable (C, k-\-l) to the value 0.
Proof of Theorem
A. The existence of the integral (21) as a "Cauchy integral" at the origin implies the summability (A) of the allied series E" Bn(x).6
By using Theorem 1, we find that conditions A(i) and A(ii) of Theorem A imply the summability (C, 1) of the sequence {«J3n(x)} to the value 0. Now the convergence of the allied series is a consequence of Theorem B.
